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Viewlands Caravan & Camping Site in North Norfolk is a very 
interesting for place spotters as it is located in the flight path 
for RAF Sculthorpe, a former Royal Air Force base which was 
became inactive at the end of the Cold War. Demolition work 
on the hangars began in March 2009.
The airfield is currently (from 2016) being used by the USAF 
352nd SOG, based at RAF Mildenhall, to perform training in 
low flying, airdrops, and rescue & recovery missions. These 
exercises are conducted by C-130 Hercules and CV-22 Ospreys 
on occasional evenings, while fast jets from Lakenheath and 
Marham appear from time to time.
The only buildings that remain are the control tower, the fire 
station (next to the control tower) and a small half-moon con-
crete shelter, now used by a farmer for machinery and equip-
ment storage. There are up to 2,000 cows on the grassed areas.
Here you can regularly get to view training sessions (with Land 
Rovers being dropped from the sky from Hercules etc) and  
also the Osprey. If you love planes you will love this campsite.

Viewlands Caravan & Camping Site

www.viewlandscampsite.co.uk
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Members of the 321st Special Tactics Squadron fast rope out of a CV-22B Osprey 
assigned to the 7th Special Operations Squadron at RAF Sculthorpe in Norfolk, England. 
The Special Tactics Air Commandos regularly train on how to infiltrate a potentially 
hostile area – through Fast Rope Insertion Extraction System or high-altitude, low-
opening entries. (U.S. Air Force photo by Tech. Sgt. Stacia Zachary)
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“THE ITALIAN JOB”
61° Stormo by Luigi Sani

#report
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We had the opportunity to visit Italy Air force’s 61th 
Wing (61° Stormo) in order to see closer the training 
and flying activities of its Groups, and to know better 
the features and the technological excellences which 
make this ItAF’s department a flagship flower and a 
global showcase of the Italian capablities in the field of 
military and combat training. 

Visiting the 61th Wing we found a very efficient train-
ing syllabus, strictly integrated with a winning project 
which links two sides apparently far away: the training 
needs and the national industry’s capabilities.

The successfull and promising Leonardo T-346A air-
craft, already able to surpass the outstanding tradition 
of the winning aircraft designed by Ermanno Bazzoc-
chi, becomes the new training platform for the future 
military pilots from all over the world, at the top of a 
step-by-step transition between various training sys-
tems and as an ideal platform to train the new genera-
tion of multirole pilots who are going to drive fourth 
and/or fifth generation fighters. 

This is the Italian Job: an international training 
platform with an advanced syllabus and sophisticated 
systems - maybe the most advanced currently available 
- which are integrated with one of the best training 
aircraft ever built, able to deliver great efficiency with 
reduced costs, which is attracting the interest of many 
foreign countries.

Luigi Sani
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#report

tactical weapons school
the greek “top Gun”
by George Karavantos
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The Tactical Weapons School was founded in 1976 as a train-
ing centre for providing advanced operational flight train-
ing in aerial combat. The significant changes brought by the 
introduction to service of the newer and more capable aircraft 
which the HAF was receiving at that time (F-4E, Mirage F-
1CG, A-7) along with the lessons that were learned from the 
recent Vietnam War, led the HAF’s officials to establish the 
Tactical Weapons School. 

The first training course, involved pilots from F-4E, F-5A 
and F-1CG aircraft and focused only on interception tactics. 
But a year later, bomber pilots, coming from A-7 and F-104G 
aircraft, also joined the course in order to receive training for 
their specific missions. Later on these two different concepts of 
aerial warfare were blended into one larger scale joint course 
which required the participation of all the types of aircraft 
from the HAF’s inventory.

During the last 20 years, many great technological develop-
ments have been achieved in the field of aerial weapons. Air 
warfare now takes place in a multidimensional and complex 
arena, involving massive formations of dissimilar fighter types 
operating in a powerful electronic warfare environment. The 
aim of the TWS is to enhance the level of tactics training that 
pilots will receive and develop that capability in order to oper-
ate within large formations in demanding scenarios under 
strict timeframes. Trainees of the school are expected to train 
their colleagues, imparting the lessons learned when they 
return to their squadrons.

Nowadays, this joint fighter’s course is attended mostly by 
pilots but also by other officers, directly associated with opera-
tions, like Air Defence Controllers, Air Base’s Security person-
nel and Intelligence officers. Course participation demands 
special inclination and experience in the tactical operation 
field. The duration of the course is three months. It starts 
every September and ends around December. This year, for 
the first time a foreign air force, the Egyptian one, attended the 
course, which deployed four F-16C Fighting Falcons from the 
272 Tactical Fighter Wing, 77 Tactical Fighter Squadron. 

The mission of Tactical Weapons School (TWS) is:

• The provision of academic training on weapon sys-
tems, Electronic Warfare means (EW) and on Air-to-Air and 
Air-to-Surface tactics.
• The advanced/operational in-flight and in-practice 
training on tactical air operations and on the use of weapons 
and electronic warfare systems, according to the threat.
• The operational structure and evaluation of air tactics 
and of the use of HAF’s weapons and electronic warfare sys-
tems.
• The control of test flights and of weapon and electron-
ic warfare systems tests.
• The participation in the promotion and dissemination 
of constructive tactical thinking in all HAF’s staff, by produc-
ing relevant manuals and training notes.
• The assistance and support of flight test programs, 
during the implementation phase. 
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The initial phase of the training course includes lectures 
relevant to modern air battle, covering both air-to-air and 
air-to-ground operations and developments in Ground Based 
Air Defence Systems that the trainees will be called to face. 
Further to this, current composite air operations (COMAO) are 
analysed, including specializations to account for the trainees 
assigned roles. 
Flying begins in the second phase and during this phase 
the first air-to-air encounters are also being introduced. Air 
combat training scenarios include engagements of 2v4 and 
4v4, developing later on into more demanding ones of 4v8 and 
6v8! Beginning at higher altitudes, the instructors encourage 
trainees to fly increasingly lower, where the degree of difficulty 
increases together with the realism of the missions. Many 
major air forces around the world are no longer practicing low 
level engagements and they rely more on their presumed air 
superiority. In the HAF, however, low level flying and fighting 
are fundamental. Trainees are trained to face these kinds of 
scenarios and they are obliged to operate effectively! 

As the training programme progresses, missions become 
more complex and demanding, challenging the trainees to 
face unexpected situations and scenarios as they would in real 
combat. The instructors not only fly as “aggressors” (a role that 

is known as “Kaberos” in the HAF – the first known Greek 
fighter pilot) with their own jets, but they also control fighters 
that take off from other bases and introduce surprise threats 
for the unaware trainees...
The basic concept behind composite air operations involves 
the offensive assets of the friendly forces (Blue Air) being 
pitched against targets on the ground and at sea, as well as 
efforts to intercept the hostile forces (Red Air). This latter can 
involve a “classical” encounter of a COMAO against the op-
ponent’s defensive assets. Along with the primary missions, 
other scenarios can be expected to take place (side-events). 
These side-events provide an extra level of realism, just as in 
real operations. 

Some of these complex missions are:

• Counter Air Operations
• Fighter Sweep
• Anti-Surface Force Air Operations.
• Combat Search And Rescue (CSAR).
• Interdiction of Air Defenses
• Air strikes against high value targets
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In a typical warfare scenario, force protection will be pro-
vided by the HAF’s 341 and 343 Squadrons that are assigned 
SEAD duties. These will be followed by the air superiority 
jets, fighter sweeps and escorts, charged with cleaning the 
path trough potential aerial threats. For this task any of the 
air-to-air (330, 337 and 339) but also multi-role squadrons 
(331, 332, 335, 340, 341, 343 and 347) may be involved with 
positions exchanged within the COMAO form sortie to sortie. 
The main formation follows, carrying the special weapons for 
the destruction of each specific target. Like 332 Squadron with 
anti-ship missiles, or 335, 338 Squadrons with air-to-ground 
“smart bombs” and missiles. Within the formation, there also 
aircraft assigned for battle damage assessment. 

In most cases the formations are required to pass through an 
air defence network within an enemy territory or over naval 
assets such as air defence frigates. All the trainees have to as-
sume both roles of the attacker and the defender, as both roles 
offer benefits to their training. All information from the mis-
sions are brought together and being analysed and evaluated 
for the debriefing which might take 8-12 hours for all the battle 
parameters to be assessed in order to gain conclusions before 
the next “battle”!

Pilots that have participated in large-scale exercises abroad 
confirm that the training scenarios in the Tactical Weapons 
School courses are much more complex and demanding. Such 
a degree of difficulty is not found in other NATO exercises, at 
least not in Europe. The benefits of such demanding scenarios 
are clear. The trainees simulate their missions as real as pos-
sible in order to become capable of succeeding and surviving 
into the real battle! 

 “FIGHT LIKE YOU TRAIN”
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Sony Expands Flagship G Master Lens Series with New 100-400mm 
Super Telephoto E-Mount Zoom

New FE 100-400mm F4.5–5.6 GM OSS 
Super Telephoto Zoom Lens Features 
Outstanding Sharpness, Fast AF, Compact 
Design and more

Sony has introduced its furthest reaching 
E-mount lens, the FE 100-400mm F4.5–5.6 
GM OSS Super Telephoto Zoom.
The new full-frame lens maintains the high 
standard of resolution that is the hallmark of 
Sony’s flagship lineup of G Master™ lenses, 
while also offering incredibly fast, precise AF 
capabilities, a lightweight, portable design 
and a variety of professional functions and 
customisability. It’s an exceptionally power-
ful photographic tool for a variety of enthu-
siast and professional shooters, particularly 
those that are commonly shooting sports, 
wildlife or plane-spotting.

Uncompromised G Master Design and 
Performance
A super telephoto zoom that meets the in-
tense build requirements of Sony’s acclaimed 
G Master series lens lineup, the new FE 
100-400mm GMmodel produces outstand-
ing corner-to-corner sharpness throughout 
the lens’ zoom and focus ranges and beauti-
ful rendered ‘bokeh’ or background defocus, 
ensuring the finest details are brought out in 
every subject and scene.
The complex design features 22 lens ele-
ments configured in 16 different groups, 
including one Super ED (Extra-low Disper-
sion) and two ED glass elements, all of which 
are working together to minimise chromatic 
aberration and ensure the ultimate resolution 
is captured. The lens also has Sony’s original 
Nano AR coating, which is particularly useful 
for shooting sports scenes or wildlife, as it 
reduces unwanted reflections.

Precise, Quick AF Performance
In order to keep up with fast-moving action, 
the new FE 100-400mm GM super telephoto 
zoom lens features the combination of a 
double linear motor and a Direct Drive SSM 
actuator, which also ensures precise, quiet 
operation.
The double motor system allows rapid focus 
lens drive acceleration to capture the sud-
den motion that is common with sports and 
wildlife photography, while high precision 
positioning control and a newly optimised 
AF algorithm ensure the subject is quickly 
found and focused on. This ensures that the 
maximum AF performance of a camera like 
the new α9 is realised.

Lightweight Design, Extensive Customizability
In order to satisfy the extensive demands of 
customers craving lighter, smaller and more 
portable super telephoto lenses, the new FE 
100-400mm GM weighs in at a mere 1,395 
grams (49.3 ounces), making it among the 
lightest in its class and an ideal fit for Sony’s 
wide range of compactly designed cameras.
Functionally, the lens has a zoom torque ad-
justment ring – a first for Sony α – allowing 
the user to adjust the level of torque in the 
ring to zoom faster or slower depending on 
their shooting style. There is also a focus hold 
button that can also be assigned to variety 
of functions including focus mode selection, 
AF area selection or the popular Eye AF lock 
feature.
The telephoto zoom lens is dust and moisture 
resistant, and has fluorine coating on the 
front lens that makes it easier to remove dust 
or grease. There is also a removable tripod 
mount.

Professional Operation and Reliability
The new FE 100-400mm GM lens features 
built-in optical image stabilisation, ensuring 
that sharp images can be captured during 
handheld shooting. It also offers a minimum 
focusing range of just 0.98 metres (3.22 feet), 
which maximises its versatility in the field, 
and a 9 bladed circular aperture design that 
produces soft, beautiful bokeh.
The FE 100-400mm GM is compatible with 
both the 1.4x (model SEL14TC) and 2.0x 
(model SEL20TC) teleconverters, allowing 
photographers and videographers to shoot 
at up to 800mm on full-frame cameras and 
approximately 1200mm (35mm full-frame 
equivalent) on APS-C cameras.
A replacement lens hood (model ALC-SH151) 
for the new lens will also be available.
Pricing and Availability

The new FE 100-400mm GMSuper Tel-
ephoto Zoom Lens will start to ship from 
July 2017, priced at approximately £2,500 
/ €2,900
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Sony has applied years of experience in professional media to expand the current 
high performance memory card line up with an ultra-fast speed model that will 
maximise your camera performance. Introducing the world’s fastest SD card, the 
SF-G series is the perfect accompaniment for your high-performance DSLR or 
mirrorlesscamera, offering up to 299MB/sii write speeds, contributing tolonger 
high-speed continuous burst mode shooting for high-resolution images with cam-
eras supporting UHS-II.
Available in 32GB, 64GB or 128GB storage capacity, this memory card’s blazing-
fast write speed also allows for a shorter buffer clearing time, making sure you will 
never miss those life-changing moments or shots.

A Sony developed algorithm prevents loss of speed in data writing even after 
repeating burst shooting, and contributes to thecamera’s speed of burst shooting 
– this is an SD card you can rely on.
Another brilliant feature of this SD card is the ultra-fast read speed of up to 
300MB/s.ii Paired with a memory card reader, the cards can transfer large 
volumes and file sizes to a computer very quickly, contributing to a more efficient 
workflow for professionals.
“As the continuous shooting of higher-resolution images and adoption of 4K video 
with DSLR and mirrorless camera increases, the inherent need for larger, faster 
and more reliable cards becomes apparent. Thanks to the SF-G series, we contin-
ue to show our commitment to providing a full range of extremely high perfor-
mance media devices to professional photographers and enthusiasts, maximising 
their camera performances” said Romain Rousseau, European Product Marketing 
Manager.

The perfect back-up

Sony’s SD products are highly reliable and durable and offer such features as 
water proofing and anti-static protection which help keep your precious contents 
safe. But when you are out all day shooting fast with time at a premium, acci-
dental deletion of images can happen. With Sony’s free downloadable File rescue 
software, you can quickly recover deleted images or videos, including RAW images 
and 4K XAVC-S video files.

MRW-S1, the fastest card reader for SF-G series

In conjunction with SF-G series, Sony is introducing a new memory card reader, 
model MRW-S1, the perfect solution to drastically improve workflow efficiency 
after shooting by quickly transferring large data from SF-G series SD cards to a 
PC. This compact card reader offers an in-built SuperSpeed USB (USB3.1 Gen.1) 
standard A port for cable-free PC connection, so that your files can be copied 
faster than copying through the SD slot on a PC.

Sony launches the World’s Fastest SD card, the SF-G series

Faster than ever before

Spotters e-Magazine 29 



naples international airport
by Raffaele Fusilli
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Naples International Airport (IATA: NAP, ICAO: LIRN) is 
the international airport serving Naples, Italy. It is located 
3.2 NM (5.9 km; 3.7 mi) north-northeast of the city in the 
Capodichino district of Naples. The airport has two terminal 
buildings: Terminal 1 is for scheduled flights and Terminal 
2, located away from the airfield, is used for charter opera-
tions.
Naples, with a metropolitan population of nearly three mil-
lion is the largest metropolitan area of Europe which does 
not serve as a hub nor secondary hub of any airline. 

The airport has a single runway (orientation: 06/24 – 2,628 
m × 45 m (8,622 ft × 148 ft), in bituminous conglomerate 
and concrete, with one taxiway. There is one apron with 29 
stands, 9 of which self-maneuvering and the remaining Push 
Back. The airport is class 4D ICAO and has the classifica-
tion of military airport opened to commercial air traffic 24 
hours/day.
The airport management company is fully responsible for 
managing the airport and coordinating and control activities 
of all the private operators present in the airport. Capo-
dichino hosts some aeronautical industrial activities, like 
Atitech, Leonardo Aviation, Aeronavali, Tecnam Costruzioni 
Aeronautiche.

By Car
Capodichino is easily accessible from all the city thanks to 
the exit of the so-called “Tangenziale”, an urban highway 
(A56) connecting the city of Naples to metropolitan area and 
highways to Rome (A1), Salerno (A3) and Bari (A16). Fixed 
taxi rates are in use for the main destinations within the 
city limits of Naples from Airport to: Naples Centre, Molo 
Beverello (Port), Mergellina (Hydrofoils to Capri and Ischia 
Islands). 

By Bus
Bus line 3S and Alibus, connect the airport to Piazza Gari-
baldi and Piazza Municipio. Distance airport/centre city is 
about 7 km (4.3 mi). 
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Sony’s New α9 Camera 
Revolutionises the Professional 
Imaging Market
Sony has introduced its new revolutionary digital camera, the α9.

The most technologically advanced, innovative digital camera that 
Sony has ever created, the new α9 offers a level of imaging performance 
that is simply unmatched by any camera ever created – mirrorless, SLR 
or otherwise.

The new camera offers many impressive capabilities that are simply 
not possible with a modern digital SLR camera including high-speed, 
blackout-free continuous shooting at up to 20fps, 60 AF/AE tracking 
calculations per second, a maximum shutter speed of up to 1/32,000 
second and much more. These are made possible thanks to its 35mm 
full-frame stacked Exmor RS™ CMOS sensor - the world’s first of its 
kind – which enables data speed processing at up to 20x faster than 
previous Sony full-frame mirrorless cameras. This unique sensor is 
paired with a brand new, upgraded BIONZ X processing engine and 
front-end LSI that maximises overall performance.

This industry-leading speed and innovative silent shooting is combined 
with a focusing system that features an incredible 693 phase detection 
AF points. Covering approximately 93% of the frame, the focusing sys-
tem ensures that even the fastest moving subjects are reliably captured 
and tracked across the frame.
The new α9 also features a vibration free, fully electronic, completely 
silent anti-distortion shutter with absolutely no mechanical mirror 
or shutter noise, making it an extremely powerful photographic tool 
for any shooting situation that demands quiet operation. To ensure 
maximum usability and reliability, the camera features a new Z battery 
with approximately 2.2x the capacity of W batteries, as well as dual 
SD media card slots, including one that supports UHS-II cards. An 
Ethernet port (wired LAN terminal) is available as well, and there are i 
a wide variety of new settings, controls and customisability options that 
are essential for working professionals.

A New Standard of Speed and Focusing Accuracy
Critical to the record-breaking speed of the new α9 is the combination 
of the new stacked 24.2 MPii Exmor RS image sensor, new BIONZ X 
processor and front end LSI.
The immense processing power from these new components allows for 
faster AF/AE calculation while also reducing EVF display latency. The 
processor and front end LSI are also responsible for the larger continu-
ous shooting buffer, enabling photographers to shoot at a blazing 20 
fps with continuous AF/AE tracking for up to 362 JPEG or 241 RAWv 
images.

The camera’s innovative AF system tracks complex, erratic motion with 
higher accuracy than ever before, with the ability to calculate AF/AE 
at up to 60 times per secondx, regardless of shutter release and frame 
capture. Further, when the shutter is released while shooting stills, 
the electronic viewfinder functions with absolutely no blackout, giving 
the user a seamless live view of their subject at all times. This feature 
truly combines all of the benefits of an electronic viewfinder with the 
immediacy and “in the moment” advantages that not even the finest 
optical viewfinders can match, and is available in all still image modes 
including high speed 20 fps continuous shooting.

With 693 focal plane phase detection AF points covering approxi-
mately 93% of the frame, the camera ensures improved precision 
and unfailing focus in scenes where focus might otherwise be 
difficult to achieve. The Fast Hybrid AF system – pairing the speed 
and excellent tracking performance of phase detection AF with 
the precision of contrast AF – achieves approximately 25% faster 
performance when compared with α7R II, ensuring all fast-moving 
subjects are captured.

The α9 features an all-new, high-resolution, high-luminance 
Quad-VGA OLED Tru-Finder with approximately 3,686k dots 
for extremely accurate, true-to-life detail reproduction. The new 
Tru-Finder, which is the highest resolution viewfinder Sony has 
ever incorporated in an α camera, features an optical design that 
includes a double-sided aspherical element, helping it to achieve 
0.78x magnification and a level of corner to corner sharpness that 
is simply outstanding. The EVF also utilises a ZEISS® T* Coat-
ing to greatly reduce reflections, and has a fluorine coating on the 
outer lens that repels dirt.

The α9 is equipped with an innovative 5-axis image stabilisation 
system that provides a shutter speed advantage of 5.0 steps, 
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ensuring the full power of the new sensor can be real-
ised, even in challenging lighting. With a simple half 
press of the shutter button, the effect of the image sta-
bilisation can be monitored in the viewfinder or on the 
LCD screen, allowing framing and focus to be accurately 
checked and continually monitored.

Sony’s new α9 has several new and updated focus func-
tions that support faster, easier focusing in a variety of 
situations. The camera features a multi-selector joystick 
on the back of the camera, allowing shooters to easily 
shift focus within the frame by pressing the multi-selec-
tor in any direction up, down, left or right when shooting 
in Zone, Flexible Spot or Expanded Flexible Spot focus 
area modes. The new model also offers touch focusing 
on the rear LCD screen for easy selection of, and shifting 
focus towards a desired focus point or subject.

New for Sony E-mount cameras, the α9 includes the ad-
dition of separate drive mode and focus mode dials, plus 
a new “AF ON” button that can be pressed to activate 
autofocus directly when shooting still images or movies.

Pricing and Availability
The α9 interchangeable lens camera will start ship-
ping from June 2017 priced at approximately £4,500 / 
€5,300
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PlaneLogger is an online spotters log book, allowing spotters to 
record their sightings and upload images of them. The website is pow-
ered by one of the largest aircraft registration databases on the net, 
featuring everything from Concorde and Comets to 787s and A350s. 
PlaneLogger also has a lot of military and business jets in the data-
base.
Sightings can be recorded in bulk, by just entering a list of every air-
craft registration you saw – the system can then look up the registra-
tions and produce a report of which aircraft and airlines you saw.

The huge database of registrations allows PlaneLogger to produce 
up to the minute fleet listings for all the worlds airlines, as well as 
historical listings, and show which aircraft in a fleet you’ve seen.
Gone is the need to carry around books of registrations, scoring out 
the ones youve seen. With its mobile friendly website, you can record 
sightings right from the airport using your smart phone.

As the screenshots show - PlaneLogger can also produce interactive 
maps of all your sightings, and flights you have taken, and display 
statistics such as most seen/flown aircraft type, airline etc.

The registration database shows full historic listings for every aircraft 
registration - just click a registration to see a full history of all regis-
trations worn by that frame. Recent images submitted by the users of 
the aircraft are also displayed, along with a map showing everywhere 
this aircraft has been seen recently, to allow you to work out where 
the most likely place to catch an elusive registration might be.

www.planelogger.com
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Unique bag opening for the rapid access to 
all camera equipment

Removable camera compartment 
for flexible use

Robust, large-area resting feet 
on the bottom of the bag

Stable mounting straps for 
tripod transport

Sturdy strap with diagonal 
fastening for convenient
 pocket access

Two additional large and well 
closable front pockets

Well padded bag interior for
 the secure transporting of
 medium to large DSLR equipment

Quickly accessible two-sided 
additional compartments in 
the interior for memory cards, 
batteries, mobile phones, etc.

Cullmann 
AMSTERDAM Maxima 520

#accessories
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On board the flying eye hospital

by Csaba Czeilinger





I believe many of you already heard about the Orbis. If not let me 
tell you a little story about them. The Orbis is a non-profit organiza-
tion who dedicated to saving sights all around the world since 1982. 
Their biggest symbol is the Flying Eye Hospital what is now a MD-
10 aircraft donated to them by the FedEx. Thae aircraft completely 
modified to be a hospital. Anywhere they are going a couple hours 
after the landing the hospital is ready for the “action”. Since the be-
gining they saved thousand of sights with surgeries and prevented 
many more with their help! If you can help them with a small dona-
tion to let them to help others! http://irl.orbis.org/donatetoday

Early February I recieved an e-mail from the Orbis Ireland with a 
question. “Would you be interested in being one of our assigned 
volunteer photographers for one whole day of the tour?” First I can-
not find the words but I already know my answer. YES! I would say 
this one was one of the biggest question in the last five years since I 
do aviation photography. First I get a tiny nervous feeling because I 
never did anything like this before. But because I like the challenges 
it shouldn’t be a problem :) 

After a couple messages the date has been set for 3rd and 4th 
March. A quick flight and hotel searching to made me ready for the 
3 days long trip to Dublin. On 2nd March I went to work and after 

I was on the way to Birmingham airport to catch my flight. It was 
a late evening flight so I had no time for a sightseeing tour. On the 
morning I woke up really early to don’t give any chance for late. 
The meeting been planned at the CityJet hangar around 9:00am. 
Luckily I made it to be there by 8:30, a quick introduction and let’s 
turn onto the details how the day will looks like. It’s pretty sample 
straight forward plan. 
 Ok It’s time to start the work! Quickly I sad bye to all of my stuff 
what I not needed for me on the day and fill my pockets with spare 
batteries, memory cards and lenses for the rest of the day and let’s 
Rock’n’Roll! :)
After getting ready for the photos I was a bit frozen...I started to 
read the interesting stories and informative boards on the wall. It 
was impressive! Do you know there are 285 million people on the 
world who visually impaired?! And 80% of them can be treated or 
even prevented! Yes it’s shocking how many people on this world 
suffer from this kind of problem! It took a couple minutes to get 
back in the real life from the shock :) After this I just realised I met 
with an old friend! The CityJet’s Avro RJ85 what were in the hangar 
is registered as EI-RJH were on my flight from Amsterdam to 
London back in 2015. After the boost of good old memories finally it 
was time to start working :) Luckily the people who already was ther 
didn’t show the sign of the boring meetings where everybody sit 



with a bored face, everyone was talking to each other sharing memo-
ries and stories about their life and how they are related to the Orbis 
and it made it easy, not very easy but easy to capture some great mo-
ment straight on the beginning of the day.

I been assigned for the mornings which means from 9am to 1pm need 
to be there. The tours started around 10 am. After the arrival of the 
visitors come a small speach. I’m sorry but I cannot remember every 
word from the speach because my mind already was on the mission to 
catch the best moments :) After the group take their way to the secu-
rity gate where they had to go trough a same security check just like 
they are going to fly (this one have to be done always if you entering 
to any airports airside doesn’t matter you going to fly or not). 

I use to fly a lot and I have seen numerous type of aircraft from the in-
side but the DC-10...oh sorry MD-10 is a new tpye on my list. Many of 
the visitors expected to seen an ordenary looking aircraft only. But as 
soon as you step onboard you feel like in a different world. Everything 
is inmaculate and clean just how need to be in a hospital.

he tour went trough the aircraft from the nose to the tail. The aircraft 
is a modernized DC-10-30F. The main upgrade is the modernization 
of the flightdeck with new glassdisplays.

It’s followed by a 46 seat classroom where the experts can teach the 
new doctors and nurses. The aircraft equiped with numerous cameras 
and sound systems which is allow the doctors in the operation room 
to show the students what they do and if they have any question they 
can aks them. The screen in this room is a 3D screen so the students 
not only see a flat picture what the doctors see during the operation 
they get a bit upclose view about what’s going on. 

During my volunteering to the Orbis Ireland I went on the aircraft a 
couple times and I had a little time to look around and I was com-
pletely amazed about how a great idea can come alive with thousands 
of people help. If you want to learn more about the aircraft please 
visit this website: http://gbr.orbis.org/pages/flying-eye-hospital-uk 

I think this 2 days was one of my best photography experience so far. 
Already 4 weeks gone and many times I cannot find the words when 
I want to describe what I seen or what I feel :) if you think they do a 
great job please help them to carry on this project and give a chance 
to as many as pissible people to live a beter life! 
After all if you decided to help to them pleas click on the 
folowing link: http://irl.orbis.org/donatetoday 
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The Hellenic Air Force’s 120 Air Training 
Wing (120 Pteriga Ekpedefseos Aeros - 
PEA) is located at the airport of Kalamata, 
in the Peloponnese region of Greece. The 
120 ATW of the Hellenic Air Force Training 
Command is tasked with providing the cadets 
and 2nd Lieutenants with flight training, 
in order to make them skilled pilots, able 
to engage the duties and responsibilities 
as HAF pilots. For this mission the 120 
ATW is equipped with a fleet of T-2 
Buckeyes and T-6 Texans II trainers.

Kalamata  hellenic 
Air Force Base

#report

by George Karavantos
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Unit’s History

The unit was established in March of 1970 at Kalama-
ta as the 120 Air Training Group. In May 1970 the 
first training squadron, equipped with the Lockheed 
T-33A Shooting Star, was transferred to the 120 ATG 
and the following month flight training commenced 
at Kalamata. The unit had been formed in 1957 as a 
training squadron of the 112 Combat Wing based at 
Elefsina as the 361 Aircraft Training Squadron. In 
1962 it was reassigned to 114 Combat Wing at Tana-
gra. In 1974 it was renumbered and became the 362 
Advanced Training Squadron “Nestor”.

The trainees were coming from the Cessna T-37C 
basic jet trainer, which belonged at that time to the 
360 Jet Training Squadron based in Elefsina. This 
squadron was formed on the 9th of September 1963 
at the 112 CW. In 1971 it was relocated to Kalamata 
airport becoming part of the 120 Air Training Group. 
In 1974 it was renumbered and became the 361 Basic 
Training Squadron “Mistras”.

In the 1970s Greece had one of its largest acquisi-
tion programs ever to procure new military aircraft, 
ordering the Α-7Η Corsair II, F-4E Phantom II, 
Mirage F-1CG and C-130H Hercules. To replace the 
ageing T-33s, the initial order for new T-2E Buckeye 
advanced trainers was signed on 17 June 1974. The 
agreement was for 40 aircraft and their deliveries 
would start approximately 20 months later. The price 
of each aircraft was around 780.000 dollars.

The 120 ATG received the first T-2E Buckeye ad-
vanced trainers in 1976. The squadrons to receive the 
new aircraft were 362 Squadron already at Kalamata 
and the reassigned 363 Squadron “Danaos”, that was 
previously based in Larisa. The squadron was first 
established in 1972 with the 110 CW flying F-84F 
aircraft as the 361 Air Training Squadron. In 1976 the 
squadron converted to the T-2E and before being as-
signed to 120 ATG and moved to Kalamata in 1977.

With the third squadron added, the 120 Air Training 
Group officially became the 120 Air Training Wing in 
August 1977. In September 1978 the HAF received an 
additional eight T-37B from the USAF to supplement 
the T-37C fleet. In 1988, ten former Royal Jordanian 
Air Force T-37B models followed suit. In the late 
‘90s, an extra 12 older T-2C from US Navy surplus 
arrived at Kalamata. They were used as attrition 
replacements and others mainly for spare parts.

The Tweety Birds were finally withdrawn from active 
duty in 2002, when they had been replaced by 45 
new Beechcraft (at the time Raytheon) T-6A Texan 
IIs, which had entered service between August 
2000 and May 2003. The T-6s initially delivered 
re-equipped 361 squadron. Established on the 22 
February 2006, 364 Air Training Squadron “Pelops” 
received the rest of the T-6 aircraft and became the 
fourth squadron of the 120 ATW.

The existing squadrons of 120 ATW received the ge-
neric Air Training Squadron (Mira Ekpedefsis Aeros 
- MEA) name in March 2006, dropping the Basic/
Advanced differentiation in the past nomenclature.
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Training Syllabus

The Training Syllabus for the ab-initio pilots consists of 5 phases: 
Screening, Initial, Basic, Advanced and Operational.

The training of the Hellenic Air Force pilots starts at Tatoi-Deke-
lia with 360 Air Training Squadron on the Cessna T-41D Mescale-
ro, where the young recruits in pursuit of becoming a HAF pilot 
get their elementary flying lessons as part of the screening phase. 
The phase lasts 3 months and comprises of the initial evaluation 
and selection of the cadets who will be able to continue their flight 
training. The trainees fly up to 16 sorties and log around 19 hours.

The selected cadets then move on to 120 ATW at Kalamata for the 
initial phase of their pilot training. The trainees fly the T-6 with 
361 & 364 Air Training Squadrons, involving around 48 sorties 
and 60 hours of flying. The objective of the initial stage is to pro-
vide the knowledge and skills required for basic flight procedures, 
meteorology, jet aerodynamics, aircraft systems handling and 
decision making. The end of this phase coincides with the comple-
tion of their second year in the HAF. During their third year the 
young pilots enter the third phase, the basic training phase and 
continue on the T-6. During these 5 months, the pilots fly only 
around 10 sorties and accumulate approximately 13 hours. The 
main objectives of this phase is to further improve their knowl-
edge, competencies and skills acquired in the initial training 
and improve the students’ information handling and situational 
awareness. The basic phase incorporates a lot of IFR training. 
During all these stages, the students also continue the on-the-
ground training, which incorporates computer based training 
(CBT) and simulator flight hours.

After the completion of the Basic phase the new pilots go back to 
Tatoi to finish their theoretical education. When they finish that, 
the new pilots swear oath and they become HAF officers. The 
young pilots go back to 120 ATW to commence their flying train-
ing with the T-2 Buckeye.

In the Advanced the young pilots transition to the Rockwell T-2 
Buckeye with 362 & 363 Air Training Squadrons, where the 
students learn the art of flying a high performance jet aircraft. 
The new pilots log some hours at the T-2 basic flight simulators 
in order to learn flows and emergency procedure. The Advanced 
Training Phase lasts six months and is the final stage of their fly-
ing training. During this period the pilots, fly around 72 sorties 
and log around 84 hours of flight.

At the end of the Advanced phase the pilots are ‘screened’ and se-
lected to fly fighter, transport aircraft or helicopters. The students 
destined to become fighter pilots continue on the T-2 to complete 
their weapons training before they join a frontline unit to fly the 
F-4 Phantom, the Mirage 2000 or the F-16. The Operational 
phase consists of Fighter Lead-In Training taking six months 
and the pilots fly 10 hours, involving air-to-air and air-to-ground 
operations along with exercises such as Basic Fighter Maneuvers 
(BFM) and Air Combat Maneuvers (ACM).

Upon completion of their training in Kalamata, each new fighter 
pilot will relocate to one of the main bases within Greece depend-
ing on the type of fighter aircraft. First, the inexperienced pilot 
joins the Operational Conversion Unit (Sminos Metekpedeusis - 
SMET) where he learns to fly the specific frontline fighter aircraft. 
After successful completion of the particular conversion course 
the pilot is considered Limited Combat Ready and will continue 
on active duty with a frontline unit. When more flying experience 
has been accumulated, the pilot will become Combat Ready.
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T-2 Buckeye

Developed for the U.S. Navy training needs the first YT2J-1 flew on January 31, 1958. Powered 
by a single 3400-pound thrust Westinghouse J34-WE-48 fuselage-mounted turbojet, the initial 
T2J-1 production model first entered service in July, 1959. Manufactured by North American at 
Air Force Plant 85 in Columbus, Ohio, the name Buckeye refers to the state tree of Ohio. It was 
redesignated T-2A in 1962 under the joint aircraft designation system.

The single turbojet was soon replaced with two 3,000-pound thrust Pratt and Whitney J60-
P-6 turbojets resulting in the T2J-2 or T-2B. The first of 97 new T-2B aircraft flew on May 21, 
1965 and entered service in December, 1965. The final production model for the U.S. Navy was 
the T-2C fitted with two non-afterburning General Electric J85-GE-4 engines (similar to those 
used in the F-5 and T-38). 231 T-2C aircraft were produced, with the first production model 
being flown on December 10, 1968. The export customers of the type were Venezuela (T-2D) 
and Greece (T-2E). The T-2E for Greece was based on the T-2C but with a targeting system and 
was capable of carrying a wide variety of training weapons packages on two wing mounts. The 
production ended with the last delivery of the 40th T-2E to the Hellenic Air Force in December 
of 1976, by then a total of 529 T-2s had been built.

Regardless of its age, the T-2 provides the qualities required for a good training aircraft in terms 
of flying characteristics, control response, low stall speed and good stability.    The T-2 is a rug-
ged and forgiving aircraft, the wide-tread tricycle landing gear provides excellent control during 
takeoff and landing and the airframe is constructed to withstand carrier landings, inadvertent 
high g-loads and rough landings encountered during student training. The thrust-to-weight 
ratio and high limit load factor enable performance capabilities for advanced training.

Despite the advantages that the aircraft offers to the trainees thanks to its great characteristics, 
the T-2 is nowadays a very old aircraft! Besides the age of the airframes, there is also little com-
monality in the cockpit of the ageing Buckeye and the latest fourth generation Lockheed-Martin 
F-16C Fighting Falcons or the Mirage 2000-5 of the HAF. Apart from the T-6 Texans, the Hel-
lenic Air Force training fleet is currently in need of major upgrade.

Nevertheless the aircraft can still provide valuable lessons to the young new pilots of HAF and 
the serviceable T-2s will definitely keep on doing so thanks to the large contribution of the 
maintenance personnel of 120 ATW!
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T-6 Texan II

The T-6 is a development of the Pilatus PC-9, modi-
fied significantly by Beechcraft, which was part of 
Raytheon at the time. Designed for the US Joint 
Primary Aircraft Training System (JPATS) it was 
named after the legendary T-6 Texan pilot trainer 
of decades ago and also replaced the T-37 in US 
service. The T-6A Texan II is powered by a Pratt & 
Whitney PT-6A-68 turbo-prop engine providing 
1100shp and has a climb rate in excess of 3,300ft/
min (1,000m/min). The maximum cruise speed 
of the aircraft is 310mph (500km/h) and it has an 
altitude ceiling of 31,000 feet (9,500m). The cockpit 
was designed for similarity with modern fighter 
aircraft with Smiths Aerospace multi-function active 
matrix LCDs. In addition to the ‘digital’ cockpit, the 
T-6 also has a pressurized cockpit and Martin-Baker 
Mk.16 zero-zero ejection seats.

The Texan II fleet operated by the Hellenic Air Force 
consists of 25 standard T-6A and 20 T-6A-NTA 
models, the latter having six under-wing hard-
points which are capable of carrying a variety of 
air to ground weapons for a limited ground-attack 
capability. The serial numbers of the T-6A version 
are 001 to 025 and for the NTA version 026 to 045.
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Daedalus Demo Team:

Besides the training units at Kalamata, 
there’s also the Hellenic Air Force’s 
‘Daedalus’ demo flying the T-6 Texan II. 
Nowadays the T-6 flown by the team car-
ries the team’s paint scheme.

The Daedalus Team was established in 
2005 with the intention of displaying the 
T-6 at the upcoming ‘Archangel’ airshow 
at Tanagra. Two USAF instructors came 
to Kalamata to train five instructor pilots 
from 361 Squadron in airshow display 
flying. Two instructors were eventually 
selected to provide the demonstration 
and represent the HAF training wing at 
the show. The training for the display 
routine began on 26 July 2005.

On Sunday 18 September 2005 the T-6A 
Aircraft Demonstration Team performed 
its first public display at Tanagra, during 
the International Air Show “Archangel” 
in the context of the festivities held to 
honor the Hellenic Air Force’s Patrons, 
Archangels Michael and Gabriel. Flown 
by instructor pilots the team was named 
after Daedalus, the father of Icarus in 
Greek mythology.
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#gear#accessories

Fujitsu Offers Unrivalled Mobility With 
Two New Superior LIFEBOOK Models

Fujitsu has introduced its new flagship 
notebook for the EMEIA region (Europe, 
the Middle East, Africa and India), the 
international edition of FUJITSU Note-
book LIFEBOOK U937. Weighing just 
920 grams, the lightest ever ultra-mobile 
model in Fujitsu’s line-up joins an exclu-
sive club of sub-1kg 13.3-inch clamshell 
notebooks that can also provide up to 11 
hours of battery performance.
The LIFEBOOK U937 is no lightweight 
when it comes to performance, power 
and connectivity. It features the lat-
est, 7th generation Intel® Core™ i7 
processor, solid-state drives, and runs 
Microsoft Windows 10 Pro, making it the 
perfect choice for the busy executive who 

needs more than a tablet while on the 
move. With a full keyboard, 13.3-inch 
touch display and 4G/LTE, the LIFE-
BOOK U937 provides the freedom to 
work anywhere, anytime.
Nor is there any compromise on security 
for the LIFEBOOK U937, with biometric 
security included as standard, with the 
choice of either fingerprint reader or 
Fujitsu PalmSecure palm vein authen-
tication. Further protection comes with 
an integrated SmartCard reader and 
enterprise-class TPM 2.0 encryption. A 
solid magnesium housing ensures the 
15.5mm thin LIFEBOOK U937 is tough 
on the outside, too.
In many cases, shorter battery life, 

lower performance or limited connectiv-
ity – for example the necessity of using 
dongles for external ports – have been 
the trade-offs for a lightweight notebook. 
There is no need to make these compro-
mises with the LIFEBOOK U937, with 
up to 11 hours of battery life and boasts 
a full set of interfaces including full-size 
LAN and HDMI connector, plus embed-
ded WLAN / WWAN connectivity and 
Bluetooth. For additional convenience, 
Fujitsu also offers a USB Type-C port 
replicator, allowing connection to an 
external display, mouse, keyboard, and 
other peripherals.
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New long-life LIFEBOOK S937 
for mobile professionals

Alongside the LIFEBOOK U937, Fujitsu intro-
duces the new LIFEBOOK S937, a notebook with 
battery power that is guaranteed to get even the 
most demanding business user through the long-
est of working days. 
The new model is perfect for the power user who 
needs a bright screen, a backlit keyboard and full 
computing power – and expects this all day long, 
providing 15-plus hours of operation as standard. 
To go beyond expectations, the LIFEBOOK S937 
features a second battery which slots into the 
modular bay to provide an additional 6 hours of 
runtime. 
Available security features include a choice of 
embedded palm vein or fingerprint sensors, a 
SmartCard reader and TPM 2.0 to help protect 
data from unauthorized access.
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frisian flag 2017
by Danny Reijnen
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From March 27th  2017 until April 7th 2017 the exercise 
Frisian Flag 2017 was held at Leeuwarden Air Base in the 
Netherlands. Frisian Flag is one of the largest international air 
exercises in Europe. During two weeks, intensive training took 
place with fighter aircrafts from different countries. The focus 
of these missions is to increase international cooperation, 
leadership and precision. Training in an international spec-
trum is necessary to continue to enable the air defense tasks 
and international missions in the future.

Why Frisian Flag

Commander of Leeuwarden Air Base, Colonel Denny Traas, 
explained in an interview that the world is changing and air 
forces are getting smaller but with more work to be done and 
collateral damage is no option anymore. He emphasized the 
importance of such large-scale exercises: “Those two weeks of 
intensive flying, increases the effectiveness of all the partici-
pating air forces. By increasing knowledge and ‘skills’, improv-
ing leadership and effectiveness, the pilots are better prepared 
for tomorrow’s mission. We evaluate used tactics, and if neces-
sary, we adjust it, so we are well prepared for any deployment. 
“ In the exercise we have the time to train air to air combat. 
Because of our commitments to NATO we were not able to 
train our pilots the way we want to in air to air combat. 

During Frisian Flag 2017 around 60 extra fighter planes were 
present at the airbase. Two missions per day were flown with 
approximately 50 aircrafts each mission. Next to the Dutch Air 
force , six other coalition partners were present at Leeuwarden 
with their fighters. 

Participating Units

In addition to the participation of the Dutch F-16 ,the RAF was 
represented with Tornado GR4’s. Other participants were the 
Germans with Eurofighters, the French Air Force with Mirage 
2000D’s, Belgian and Portuguese F-16s and the US Air Force 
F-15s.

For the third consecutive year the US Air Force participated 
in the exercise Frisian Flag with F-15’s. This year participating 
units concluded New Orleans and Florida Air National Guard 
Units. With exercise Frisian Flag 2017 a new Theater Secu-
rity Package starts for the US Air Force. The Theater Security 
Packages were designed to augment U.S Air Force Europe’s 
existing efforts by conducting flying training deployments and 
off-station training with its North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-
tion (NATO) allies to further enhance their inter-operability.   
LT. Col. Dan Fisscher commander of the 122 Expeditionary 
Fighter Squadron indicates  “Although our actual mission is to 
protect US airspace because we are Air National Guard units, 
this is an unique experience to see how other countries and 
units work and how we can cooperate with our NATO partners 
in the most effective way.  We will remain in the Netherlands 
until the end of April 2017 and after this we will travel to East-
ern Europe.”

During this exercise also four coalition partners participate 
with supporting tankers. This is because of the exercise Euro-
pean Air Refueling Tanker Training, EART, which was held in 
the same period as Frisian Flag.

Four different tankers from Germany, the Netherlands, Italy 
and France together with their air and ground crews partici-
pated in EART 2017.
EART 2017 is the fourth edition of this multinational training; 
it is a dedicated air-to-air refueling (AAR) training for tankers 
and crews in order to become familiar with realistic scenarios 
to which they are not regularly exposed. Another objective is to 
maintain proficiency and enhance mutual knowledge of multi-
national tanker aircraft.
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Conducted Missions

Missions flown during Frisian Flag  included air defense mis-
sions, offensive missions, missions to protect other aircraft 
and eliminating static and dynamic objects on the ground or 
at sea. In the air defense missions the goal is to deny fighter 
planes access to a particular area. With the goal destroying 
ground targets,  fighter aircraft are working with units on the 
ground, known as Forward Air Controllers.

The organization of Frisian Flag was conducted by the 322 
TACTES squadron. Captain ‘Remco’ was the supervising 
organizer stationed with the ‘322’ TACTES (Tactical Training 
Evaluation and Standardization) Squadron at Leeuwarden 
Airbase. 322 Squadron  is the unit responsible for organizing 
Frisian Flag since a few years. Former 323 Squadron used to 
organize Frisian Flag, however this squadron left for the US  
regarding  the preparation and transition to the F35. Remco is 
involved in the planning and execution of the exercise. “One 
of the advantages of Frisian Flag compared to other European 
exercises is the availability of a relatively large area. The size of 
the airspace covers an area of 120 by 180 nautical miles (210 to 
320 kilometers) is reserved for the exercise. This area includes 
the North Sea but also covers a portion of the northern Neth-
erlands, Germany and Denmark. “

To make this possible, close cooperation is needed between 
all airspace-control authorities of the various countries. The 
battle command in the entire area is carried out  by the Neth-
erlands and Germany as well as by an E3 AWACS reconnais-
sance aircraft stationed at Geilenkirchen airbase, Germany.

Captain “Remco” further indicates “With the various scenarios 
for training missions, we are trying to make things as realistic 
as possible. Pilots are tasked to plan a mission and prepare. 
All missions are evaluated meticulously: “The mass debrief-
ing with live playback” has become an important part of the 
exercise. “

Future of Frisian Flag

There were rumors that Frisian Flag 2018 and 2019 might 
not continue because Leeuwarden would prepare for the ar-
rival of the F35. Colonel Denny Traas indicates “ The F-35 are 
not expected before late 2019 at Leeuwarden, so until then, 
Frisian Flag will continue. I would also like 5th generation 
fighter aircraft seen as participants in the next Frisian Flag 
edition. Dutch F-35 will not participate in the near future, but 
maybe European or American F-35’s will. We are still learning 
from the exercise and as long as we do this we will continue 
to organize this exercise. We will do everything in our power 
to train pilots, so that the will be ready for future tasks. Wars 
aren’t usually won with airpower alone, but without you will 
certainly loose.”
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THE ALL-NEW D7500

Nikon announces the D7500, designed to expand the crea-
tive possibilities for photographers as they pursue their pas-
sion in photography. Powerful, nimble, and fully connected, 
the D7500 offers the same image quality as the D500—
Nikon’s flagship DX-format DSLR, and a performance 
that overcomes the most challenging conditions. Packing 
powerful image technology in a travel-ready body, the 
D7500 is ideal for photographers who are always searching 
for the best possible images. As with the D500, the D7500’s 
20.9 MP DX-format CMOS sensor offers an ISO range that 
extends to an incredible ISO 1640000 equivalent. Nikon’s 
EXPEED 5 processor is on board, offering faster, cleaner 
image processing. And the greatly increased pixel count 
of the 180K-pixel RGB sensor enables improved metering 
accuracy. Video shooters can record 4K/UHD movies, and 
Nikon’s in-camera Electronic Vibration Reduction coun-
ters the effects of unwanted camera movement. Ergonomic 
improvements include the new tilting monitor that offers 
touchscreen operation, and a deep grip for a stable, excep-
tionally comfortable hold. And this is the first Nikon DSLR 
to boast a built-in flash that supports radio-controlled 
Advanced Wireless Lighting.
Tim Carter, Senior Product Manager, Nikon UK, Says: 
“The D7500 delivers the same superb image quality as the 
D500 but in a smaller, more lightweight body with easier 
handling. For amateur photographers who are looking to up 
their game and deliver best-in-class imagery, but perhaps 
don’t need so many of the professional features that the 
D500 offers, the D7500 is the perfect D-SLR. The camera 
comes equipped with SnapBridge which lets shooters share 
their incredible images wherever they are, and the chance 
to shoot at up to 8 fps with full AF/AE tracking allows the 
speed and precision to never miss a shot.”

SUMMARY OF KEY FEATURES

Flagship D500 image quality: 20.9 MP DX-format sensor. EXPEED 5. 180K-pixel RGB metering sensor.
Stunning light sensitivity: excel in low light with ISO 100-51200, extendable up to ISO 1640000 (equivalent).
Phenomenal subject recognition: 180K-pixel RGB metering sensor and Advanced Scene Recognition system. Capture precise expo-
sures and dynamic compositions.
Highlight-weighted metering: prioritises the brightest elements in the frame, helping to avoid images with blown-out highlights.
Extreme AF precision: 51-point AF system accurate all the way down to an impressive -3 EV. Track, lock onto, and keep subjects in 
focus—even if the only light is the moonlight.
Cinematic 4K/UHD video footage: record 4K/UHD 30p footage, or Full HD (1080p) video at frame rates of up to 50p/60p.
Time-Lapse Movie: easily generate smooth, well-exposed 4K/UHD and Full HD time-lapse movies in-camera in full DX-format.
8 fps with Full AF/AE tracking: capture 50 NEF (RAW) or 100 Large JPEG Fine images in one high-speed burst.
Tilt screen and touch controls: slim-line 8 cm (3.2 in) tilting monitor. Operate AF and shutter-release functions via touch controls 
when you shoot in Live View.
Optical pentaprism viewfinder: offers approximately 100 % frame coverage.
Picture Control Auto: In-camera Picture Control system features eight controls including the new Picture Control Auto, which opti-
mizes color, contrast, and brightness according to the scene. Automatically adjusts variables when shooting multiple frames.
DX agility: the camera body weighs just 640 g (approximately), boasts a deep grip, and is weather sealed. DX NIKKOR lenses are com-
pact, and the 1.5x crop factor of the camera’s sensor delivers a telephoto effect when shooting with an FX lens.
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500th Eurofighter Typhoon produced, 
delivered to the Italian Air Force
by Lidie Berendsen and Mario Alberto Ravasio
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The 500th Eurofighter Typhoon has been delivered to the 
Italian Air Force during a special ceremony held at Leonardo 
Aircraft Division’s Turin site. With 599 aircraft ordered, 
Eurofighter Typhoon is currently the largest collaborative in-
dustrial programme in Europe Eight customers have already 
ordered the Eurofighter Typhoon worldwide.

The 500th Eurofighter Typhoon has been delivered to the 
Italian Air Force during a special ceremony held at Leonardo 
Aircraft Division’s Turin site. Lt. Gen. Gabriele Salvestroni, 
Logistic Commander of the Italian Air Force, took delivery of 
the aircraft in the presence of Filippo Bagnato, Leonardo Air-
craft Division’s Managing Director, Volker Paltzo, Chief Ex-
ecutive Officer of Eurofighter Jagdflugzeug, Peter Schmidt, 
Deputy General Manager of NETMA, and representatives 
from the Eurofighter partner nations and partner companies.

Volker Paltzo, Chief Executive Officer of Eurofighter Jagd-
flugzeug GmbH, said:
The 500 strong Eurofighter Typhoon fleet represents one 
of the largest and most capable fighter fleets in the western 
hemisphere, and will be the backbone of European airpower 
for decades to come.  Today’s handover is a great testament 
to the programme’s success, and I firmly expect to see the 
fleet grow further as our partner companies continue to pur-
sue opportunities for more orders internationally.

Filippo Bagnato, Leonardo Aircraft Division Managing 
Director, said:
We are very proud to deliver the 500th Eurofighter Typhoon 
produced to the Italian Air Force. The Eurofighter Typhoon 
is the largest collaborative industrial programme in Europe, 
it is a successful and significant contributor to the nation’s 
economic wellbeing, employing high-skilled workers and 

generating thousands of high-value manufacturing and en-
gineering jobs. We are now fully committed to completing 
deliveries to the Italian Air Force, to develop the capabilities 
of the aircraft, and to the activities envisaged by Kuwait’s 
contract, while  continuing to pursue a number of signifi-
cant market opportunities around the world.

The first Eurofighter was delivered to the UK Royal Air 
Force at the end of 2003. The 100th Eurofighter was de-
livered to the UK Royal Air Force in September 2006. The 
200th aircraft was handed over to the German Air Force in 
November 2009. The 300th aircraft was delivered to the 
Spanish Air Force in October 2011, and the 400th to the 
German Air Force in December 2013.

The aircraft has demonstrated, and continues to demon-
strate, high reliability across the globe in all climates.  It has 
been deployed on multiple occasions on Baltic Air Policing 
duties with the Spanish, German, Italian and UK air forces 
and has been combat proven during operations in Libya, 
Iraq and Syria.

Through a series of continual enhancement steps, new 
capabilities are being added to the aircraft, with test and in-
tegration activity currently underway for advanced beyond 
visual range air-to-air missile Meteor, the precision guided 
cruise missile Storm Shadow and the precision attack mis-
sile Brimstone. The integration of these weapon systems 
will ensure Eurofighter Typhoon maintains its position as 
the most capable, agile and reliable swing-role fighter avail-
able on the international market today.
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Adding more power and range
by Ludo Kloek
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I’ve been using the Canon 200-400mm F/4L IS USM extender 1.4x 
lens for some time now. Coupled with a Canon 1Dx and recently the 
1Dx mark II camera. Although this combination gives me a superb 
platform for taking action pictures. Sometimes i really missed the ad-
ditional gain in focal length when using it in conjunction with a crop 
camera. Like for instance the Canon 7D.
Therefore i recently tried for the first time, during the Frisian Flag 
exercise, to add a extra Canon Extender 1.4x MkII to beaf up the focal 
length. Giving me a effective 392 mm to 784 mm range. 

I was really surprised with the result. Although there are some minor 
setbacks. You can not use all of the focus points of the camera. Be-
cause i only use the central focus point this was no hassle at all. And 
the autofocus speed will go down a little bit. But those setbacks are 
minimal and hardly noticable. I used the combo on different locations 
around Leeuwarden airbase. Especially during take-off and landing 
shots. This gave me the chance to look up non standard places to take 
pictures. Always looking for those nice banking shots.

The pictures themselves need a little more tweaking on the computer. 
The further you move away from your subject ,the negative influence 
from the air between you and the subject, is more noticeable. And this 
will soften the image. But this is the case with all zoom lens combina-
tions to some degree. The detail is much less then when you use the 
same combo on a subject at a closer range. Adding a little bit of sharp-
ening when processing the pictures will counter that.

All pictures were taken with the following settings 1/1250, f10, ISO 
auto.

For me a satisfactory and successful test!
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Canon EF 200-400mm 
f/4L IS USM Extender 1.4x

A professional-grade 200-400mm f/4 lens with a built-in 1.4x extender 
that boosts focal lengths to 280-560mm. A four-stop Image Stabilizer 
maximises sharpness. Instinctive controls enhance handing. Extendable 
super-telephoto performance with a constant f/4 maximum aperture. 

A built-in extender increases focal length by a factor of 1.4x to 280-560mm. 
Maximum sharpness whatever the conditions Image Stabilizer (IS) 
technology enables the use of shutter speeds up to four stops longer than 
normal without camera shake.

Three IS modes are available, providing effective performance whilst 
panning and instant stabilisation only during the moment of exposure.

Durable, lightweight constructionThe use of magnesium alloy adds 
strength and durability, but not weight. The lens is sealed against dust 
and moisture and the use of fluoride coatings ensures lens elements are 
easy to clean.

Quick, intelligent focusing Enjoy fast, near-silent autofocus thanks to a 
ring-type ultrasonic AF motor. Stay in control with full-time manual fo-
cus override, and focus-stop and focus-preset controls on the lens barrel. 
Power Focus is also available for EOS Movies.
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Startimer – A legendary aviation heritage

In the first 50 years of the past century, Alpina was a renowned 
manufacturer and official supplier of military aviation watches to con-
tinental air forces. Early aviation pioneers had strict requirements: 
their instruments had to be extremely precise and provide ultimate 
shock resistance. In addition, Alpina’s pilot watches were mostly 
equipped with an anti-magnetic case, highly contrasting dials with 
oversized luminous numerals and luminous hands for instant read-
ability. Since its initial launch in 2011, the Startimer Pilot Collection 
has become the most successful collection of the Brand and one of the 
most recognizable professional pilot watches on the market.

Build quality

The new Startimer Pilot Automatic maintains all the pilot features 
the Startimer Collection is known for. The combination of the excel-
lent and qualitative finishing details and very straight functions offer 
pilot watch aficionados the perfect balance between functionality and 
elegance on the wrist.
Alpina introduces 4 new models to the Startimer Automatic Collec-
tion bearing different styles. The highlighted AL-525G4TS6 features a 
titanium-colored stainless steel 44 mm case contrasting with a matte 
dark grey dial displaying the typical oversized luminous hand-applied 
indexes and hands with a date window at 3 o’clock. The iconic red 
Alpina triangle is featured at 12 o’clock and on the seconds hand. The 
other three versions come in either stainless steel or rose gold-plated 
stainless steel featuring a matte dark blue or a matte white dial. The 
AL-525 automatic movement boasts a 38h power reserve and the 
timepiece is water-resistant up to 10 ATM/ 100m/ 330ft. The back 
case shows off the engraved logo of the brand.

SPOTLIGHT ALPINA’S NEW 
STARTIMER PILOT AUTOMATIC
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Christopher Ward
C8 Regulator Limited Edition

Used by bomber pilots during the Second World War, 
the regulator watch was a tool relied upon for its accuracy. 
The C8 Regulator Limited Edition builds on that principle 
whilst adopting the striking visual aesthetic now syn-
onymous with our aviation releases. 

Modern vintage

At their core, regulator watches need to be imme-
diately readable in all lighting conditions. Although 
containing a wealth of detail, the C8 Regulator’s dial 
meets that criteria with style.

Two-layered dial with non-reflective matte finish
Old Radium lume on numerals, hands and indexes
Hour subdial at 12 o’clock, seconds subdial at 6

Under the radar

For a watch inspired by those used during aerial opera-
tions in the Second World War, it is fitting that aviation 
detailing appears across the C8 Regulator.

Push-down crown engraved with turbine icon

Magnificent module

Master Watchmaker Johannes Jahnke worked closely 
to modify the Swiss-made Unitas 6498 movement that 
can be seen through the Regulator’s smoked sapphire 
crystal case back. His addition of a 3 wheel module allows 
the hour hand to relocate to its distinctive subdial at 12 
o’clock.
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“The Alien Tiger” of the Czech AirForce 

The picture was taken over the “Eifel”, Germany, 
by Markus Altmann
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